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VOL. VI, NO.9 WEEK OF 6 SEPTEMBER 1971 LCDR T. J. LOFTUS, SMC #2034 
The. BAROMETER -L6 a. .6:tude.n:t ne.wopa.pvz. noJt the. e.xc.ha.nge. on ide.M a.nd 
innoJUna.tion c.onc.vz.n.ing the. de.ve1..opme.n:t a.nd impJtOve.me.n:t on the. pJto-
ne.6.6ionai. e.nviltonme.n:t at NPS a.nd wUlUn the. U. S. Na.vy. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * *OFFICERS, FACULTY, STAFF and WIVES * 
*are invited to contribute articles * 
*of interest to the BAROMETER, c/o * 
*The Editor. * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Robert S. McNAMARA, liThe Essence of Security," p. 134 (contributed by Paul Nelson) 
. . • ultimately it is not the teacher who teaches at all; it is the student who 
teaches himself. Aquinas in the thirteenth century and Aristotle fifteen hundred years 
before him both suggested that a teacher cannot, strictly speaking, be the cause of the 
student's knowledge, but only the occasion of it. Modern educational psychology 
confirms this. But instead of striving to be the inspiring occasions of their students' 
knowledge, too many teachers end by causing their students to retreat into a mental log 
of boredom, confusion and noncomprehension. This mix of understandable reactions is 
then all too often simply labeled "low-aptitude." 
EDITORIAL COMMENT 
This issue of the BAROMETER coincides with the final weeks of the quarter at which time 
the greater majority of students will be asked to fill out a teacher evaluation form. At 
present there are at least three forms of comments on teacher performance at NPS. (The term 
teacher evaluation is objected to by some.) One is a professional evaluation whereby 
members of the faculty work at schemes whereby they consider the instruction by their fellow 
members. There is a lot of work being done in this area, with a great deal of sincerity and 
interest. 
Then there are two forms of student comment. The first is at the instigation of the 
curricular officer in which selected students are asked to comment on the instruction 
provided by certain teachers, usually those newly arrived at NPS. The words "selected 
students" are used advisedly because the curricular officers quickly learn that some students 
will do a decent job of evaluation and these students are called on more often because the 
curricular officer feels that they will take the time to write meaningful comments. The 
t~ird form of comment is that requested by the individual instructor on his initiative, on 
a- strictly informal, to-go-no further basis, in order for him to determine what improvements 
he might make to his manner of presentation or course content to enable the student to 
achieve a greater effect from the course. More power to the teacher who is sincerely 
interested in receiving constructive feedback to improve instruction and is acting on these 
comments. Such initiative shows a professionalism which goes beyond the achievement of 
academic laurels. 
If the number of students willing to make meaningful comments or the number of teachers 
willing to request these comments is small, it is unfortunate because it demonstrates either 
an unwillingness to take the time to try to improve instruction at this school or a lack of 
confidence that these comments will produce any appreciable effect. In either case the 
entire school, faculty, staff and students lose as a result. 
These comments have been confined to student comment because of the following letter and 
article on this subject submitted by CDR Erich Cramer. 
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TEACHING EVALUATION AT NPS 
At the August 17 meeting of the Faculty Council, Professor Scheingo1d proposed that 
the Faculty Council consider the establishment of a faculty committee tasked to investi-
gate methods of teaching evaluation. Further details are included in the published 
minutes, and wi 11 not be regurgitated here. 
The July, 1971 edition of the Stanford Engineering News contains an article of inter-
est in the area of teaching evaluation, written by the present Dean of the Engineering 
School. The article is quoted in part as follows: 
ENGINEERING TEACHING EVALUATED 
By 
Dean J. M. Pettit 
• . . In 1958 I became Dean of the School of Engineering af'ter 11 years 
as a classroom teacher, and I was faced with the problem of evaluating the 
work of my colleagues. It was popular then as now to sa;y that universities 
reward and recognize excellence of faculty research but not teaching. The 
implication is that something is wrong with the value system, thEtt ·universities 
don' t care about good teaching. This is really not the case; most everyone 
would agree that both these dimensions are important. The difficulty comes in 
evaluation. 
Research is easier to evaluate. Important discoveries are readily docu-
mented in refe;;ed journal papers, and some of these are frequently referred 
to by other workers in the fied. This makes it easy to obtain peer judgments 
on those professors whose original work leads to international reputations for 
their technical accomplishments. 
Even on :the teaching side, however, many of our professors have written 
textbooks based on their own teachings which are widely acclaimed and widely 
used by other teachers in other universities. Here again we have evidence 
from peers. But what about the other profess ors without textbooks? The" grape-
vine" is quite reliable in making it known who are the best 5 percent of the 
teachers and who are the worst 5 percent. But what about the other 90 percent? 
I certainly fOlIDd it very hard to get reliable data. Least reliable and most 
frequently contradictory were the views of faculty colleagues. It was quite 
clear that classroom visitation by department heads or deans was not the answer; 
visitation measures only lecturing effectiveness rather than the whole teaching 
process. Moreover, the measurement is significantly disturbed by the presence 
of the visitor in the classroom. Evaluation by the stUdents participating in 
the teaching process was probably the most reliable source. 
I was sure that this was not a new or unique problem, and so I set off to 
find out what had been done at other universities to deal with this problem in 
a systematic wa;y. I found that extensive work had been done by some psychology 
professors at Purdue and the University of Washington, and that they had evolved 
some carefully developed questionnaires for student evaluation of teachers. 
Their research indicated that not only was such evaluation consistent from class 
~ to class and from year to year, but moreover the opinion did not change appreci-
ably within five or ten years af'ter graduation. The myth of the unpopular 
teacher who was later regarded as a hero proved to be the exception rather than 
the rule. On the other hand, it is a difficult process to work up a question-
naire which gives a satisfactory distribution of responses so that valid 
comparisons could be made among teachers. 
In 1960, I decided to try the questionnaire which had evolved Ett the 
University of Washington, and during 1961-62 we began using it on a voluntary 
basis. In the first year we asked all the faculty to use the survey in all 
classes for statistical data only, so that a distribution could be developed 
for the Stanford School of Engineering that would permit any teacher to compare 
his returns with those of the group as a whole. To keep the process out of the 
administration, we asked the student chapter of Tau Beta Pi to administer the 
questionnaires and compile the data . 




The survey is always conducted at the end of each course, but the returns 
not provided to the teacher until after the grades are turned in. In general 
only those teachers who want the returns are provided with them, and none are 
given to the Department head or Dean unless the professor wants them to become 
part of hE file and used for his official evaluation. During the 1960' s at 
least two professors were given significant promotions for which the teaching 
evaluation played a significant role. Finally, in 1968 the system was well 
enough established so that the policy was adopted that all nominations for 
promotion or tenure require that student survey data on one or more classes 
(of the professor's choosing) taken during the previous two years be submitted 
as part of the documentation. 
I think that we can now claim that the School of Engineering has dealt 
positively with two important aspects of modern university life. First, we have 
affirmed that we do care about teaching--we measure it and we reward it. Second, 
we do think that students can have an important role in this aspect of university 
government, and that the right students are participating. By that I mean those 
students ... who are informed, namely the students in a given professor's class ." 
Dean Pettit is apparently a satisfied user of a system of student evaluation, but in 
fairness to the critics of such a system, it is clear that he was biased in that direction 
right from the start. It might be more meaningful to inquire from our sister [?] institu-
tion to the north what the Stanford engineering students and faculty think of the system. 
A fairly comprehensive study was recently completed by three NPS Management Curriculum 
students. Entitled "Student Eval uation of Instruction, II it sought to i nvesti gate the 
present state of the art at other institutions, derive opinions from the NPS community, 
and draw conclusions/make recommendations based on their findings. A partial listing of 
the conclusions and findings follows: 
I. CONCLUSIONS 
1. Student evaluation of teaching: 
* Can be an effective feedback tool to the instructor on both his performance 
and the worth of the course. 
* Can be used as one measure of overall instructor performance. 
* Can be used more effectively at NPS because of the greater experience level 
of the average student. 
2. The faculty is very sensitive to the term "student evaluation"; the term 
"student opinion" seems to be more acceptable. 
3. The use of the existing Comment on Instruction Questionnaire (12ND NPGS 1500/2 
(ll-67}) and other existing departmental forms has the following defects: 
* Loosely organized, allowing each department in effect to use its own unique 
system. 
* Little evidence to the students of the use made of the present evaluations. 
* A feeling on the part of the students that some instructors have conducted 
reprisals for adverse comments in the form of lower grades. 
4. The NPS faculty. strongly opposes the publication of results of any program of 
student evaluation. 
II. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That the form for Student Opinion on Instruction developed by the authors of 
the study be adopted. [Predictable?] This ;s a four-page form produced after 
three separate iterations through the NPS faculty as respondents. The Form 
consists of four parts: 
* Instructions for its use; 
* Characteristics of the Teacher and his Teaching; 
* Characteristics of the course; 
* Iterms pertinent to a specific Department or course (optional). 
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2. That the Student Opinion on Instruction Form be administered as follows: 
* Completed by all students in a class within the last week of the quarter. 
* Kept in a sealed envelope in the Department Office until after the completion 
of the grading, at which time the instructor would have access to them. 
* Returned to the Department Chairman within two weeks after the start of the 
next quarter. 
* Assessment to be conducted for all faculty members engaged in teaching, re-
gardless of academic rank, to cover all classes taught in at le~st two 
quarters of each academic year. 
~ 3. That the Student Opinion on Instruction Form be used by the administration as 
one of the measures of the effectiveness of an individual faculty member as a 
teacher. ' 
4. That teaching effectiveness be considered an essential measure of the teacher's 
worth to NPS. 
The Marquis/Burke/Vestal study is a good rough cut at the problem, but calls to mind 
the following anonymous maxim: 
"A statistician is a man who draws a mathematically straight line from 
an unwarranted assumption to a foregone conclusion." 
It is hoped that the proposed committee of the Faculty Council will be able to define more 
clearly to what extent the assumptions of this study were unwarranted and the conclusions 
were foregone (?). 
REPORT ON FIRST MEETING OF NUCLEUS STUDENT COUNCIL 
CDR L. Ri ce USN 
At 1510, 24 August 1971, the first nucleus student council meeting was held in room 
SP 101B with Captain Hahs representing the Superintendent. Of the delegates elected to 
the nucleus council, only two were absent at the first meeting. Those absent were 
CDR Haskell from Advanced Science and LT Pursley III representing Electrical Engineering. 
The meeting opened with Captain Hahs giving a short welcome to the members, then giving 
a brief history of the philosophical need for a student council as perceived by RADM McNitt 
and RADM Goodfellow. This need is perceived as being an extra legal method outside the 
chain of command to provide the Superintendent with access to ideas, recommendations and 
information that otherwise may be stifled in the chain of command now in existence. It 
was stressed that there is no intent or willingness on the part of the Superintendent 
to subvert or do away with the present section leader organization. When questioned, 
Captain Hahs stated there had been no finite parameters established for the student 
(- uncil. In short, the nucleus council was charged with two basic objectives: 
a. Determination if there should be a student council. 
b. Determination of the most useful areas of participation including the 
specific boards and councils where inputs would be most effective. 
At this point Captain Hahs was asked to leave so the members could get on with the 
shCM. Show, indeed, was provided by the group of hard-headed individuals all trying to 
get their ax ground. Some semblance of order was soon established, an acting chairman 
volunteered and discussion then took on a semi-orderly character. A motion was made to 
assume for discussion that a student council was desired to focus attention and discussion 
on the relative merit of the issues. At this point a proposed plan of organization was 
distributed by mYself to assist in getting on with the business at hand. After some 
discussion, it was decided to break up into six individual groups to discuss the situation 
at random and then on Tuesday, 1 September, the spokesman from each of the six groups will 
report the significant points from each group to the council at large. 
This ended the first meeting -- significantly more organization and accomplishments 
were achieved than we had any reason to expect. There are at least three die-hard persons 
adamantly opposed to the council which livens the process somewhat. 
